
ANALYTICS 
EXCELLENCE
for 
CFOs

Finance productivity & faster Go-To-Market
through analytics excellence

WE DELIVER 360-DEGREE CFO ANALYTICS ON MICROSOFT       POWER BI PLATFORM

xP&A Excellence
Build inter-connected financial and operations plans in 
Power BI with minimal IT dependence or intervention

Forecasting & Budgeting
Manage revenue and expense projections, budgets and 
strategic plans with dynamic version management

Scenario Planning
Effectively manage multiple scenario outcomes to 
maximize value and mitigate risks

Collaborative Planning
Allow multiple users to input projections, consolidate and 
write back data to offline and cloud destinations

Boardroom Dashboard
Deliver an interactive 360-degree birds eye view of the 
business, linking operational drivers to financial outcomes

Interactive Reporting
Edit, highlight or comment on data, insert derivative 
calculations, and run what-if simulations

Performance Management
Track periodic actuals vs. budget metrics for elapsed and 
projected periods just as you do in Excel, right inside Power BI

Financial Statements
Deliver formatted financial reports including P&L statements, 
balance sheets and cash flow statements



Planning, Forecasting & 
Budgeting

xP&A Excellence
Build inter-connected financial and operations 
plans in Power BI with minimal IT dependence 
or intervention

Forecasting & Budgeting
Manage revenue and expense projections, 
budgets and strategic plans with dynamic 
version management

Scenario Planning
Effectively manage multiple scenario outcomes 
to maximize value and mitigate risks

Collaborative Planning
Allow multiple users to input projections, consolidate 
and writeback data to offline and cloud destinations



Performance Management 
Analytics

Boardroom Dashboard
Deliver an interactive 360-degree birds eye view 
of the business, linking operational drivers to 
financial outcomes

Interactive Reporting
Edit, highlight or comment on data, insert derivative 
calculations, and run what-if simulations

Performance Management
Track periodic actuals vs. budget metrics for 
elapsed and projected periods just as you do 
in Excel, right inside Power BI

Financial Statements
Deliver formatted financial reports including 
P&L statements, balance sheets and cash flow 
statements



What our products offer

No-code Architecture
Empower business users to build and enrich 
reports without having to write code

Independence from IT
Migrate from legacy products that require IT 
involvement and administration

Collaboration
Avoid review meetings & deliver faster 
go-to-market by having cell-level conversations
in Power BI

Data writeback
Perform seamless writeback to online & cloud 
destinations and facilitate integration with other 
applications

“ValQ for Power BI could turn an incredibly complicated process with a lot of variables into something you can visualize on a 
screen. I was surprised at the speed of the calculations, and you got an immediate idea on the impact of the change you were 
looking to potentially implement.”

“

”

See why users love our products

Trusted by 2,000+ brands worldwide

5920 Windhaven Pkwy, #130, Plano TX 
75093, United States

lumel.com469-609-0039sales@lumel.com

Andrew Gundrum
Director, Financial Data & Analytics

“The user-friendliness of Inforiver made it easier for our teams to customize views, reducing reliance on IT to facilitate customization 
of reports. Inforiver helped us design reports that were done in Excel before, freeing time for analysis and reducing time for manual 
report preparation.”

Michael Winslett
IT Director - Analytics Solutions


